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by
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Improving either or both fire protcction und fire cxtinction
methods might be c=~ected to reduce the fire loss, and it is necessary
to discuss thc balancc of effort into improving one or the othcr.
This paper only' discusses extinction and a comparison of typical
laboratory results with actual fires suggests that the greater part
of the time taken to control a largc fire is consumed in anoreasdng
thc firc-fighting effort up to the minilOw value, bclow which no

. extinction at all is possible. An analysis of data of actual fires
eivcs some interesting relationships and their significance is
df.scuaaed.,
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t. NarE ,ON TIlE EXTINCTION OF VERY LARGE FIRES

by

P. H. Thomas

It is known that comparatively few fires are responsible for the major
part of the financial loss due to fire. l"or ,instance less than 0.3 per ,cent
of the fires in Britain each assessed ~t causing over ~10,000 loss are
responsible for approximately one half\l) of the assessed fire loss. It is
not immediately clear what is the best way to reduce this loss; an improvement
in fire protection methods and regulations would be expected to reduce the
incidence of both large and 'small fires, while an improvement in extinction
methods might also be expected to reduce the number of small fires becoming
large fires, but there is as yet insufficient information available to indicate
what is the proper balance between these two lines of approach..

This paper is concerned only to refer to one aspect' of' this problem,
namely the relation between, the size of a large fire and the effort used to
fight' it" Two measures of this effort would be the total manpower, and the
rate of delivery of water. One would in general expect these to be propor
tional to each other, but the requisite infonnation is not listed in fire
reports. Unfortunately the quantities of water used at any fire cannot be
found because the size of jet and the applied water pressures are not specified.
Nevertheless, over the large range of sizes of fires examined there will be a
greater variation in the number of jets than in their size or the applied water
pressures.' Information of, the number of jets used is given in the reports of
fires and was therefore used as a first measure of fire-fighting effort.

Analysis ,.9f ,.!:.~sult s

A 'statistical analysis of 48 fires ranging from 300 to 600,000 sq.ft in
area( 2) has indicated that despite considerable variation from fire to fire
there was a definite trend over a large range of size of fire between the
number of jets and the area (s,!e Figure 1). The equation of the line in
Figure 1 is

J = O.12J'A ' (1)

where J is number of jets used to control the fire.·
A. is ground area of f'Lre in SQ. ft.,

I

It was also found that there was a similar relation between the reported time
of control 'T' in minutes and the area ' AI as shown in Figure 2. The equation
of the line in Pi.gure 2 is

T = 1.c.F ~ ~ ..·(2)

An attempt was also made to assess the proportion and size of fires which
were controlled and extinguished before being effectively burnt out but the
dsta were insufficient to draw useful conclusions. More detailed analysis
showed that the fire loading per unit area influenced the number of jets but
this is not as important a factor as the size of the fire arca ;

~ussion

There arc at least, two possible explanations of the relation expressed in
equations 1 and 2,
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The first is that the 'jet extin~ishes an area of fire per unit' time,
and that there is a rate of build-up. of jets largely independent of area.

If 'a' is the area of the fire at any time and '1" the rate of build-up
of jets, it follows from the above assumptions that

c4. c<. r.t
dt

i.e. ,
r:J... 1"'r2,.

~-

i.e. T 0<. .~ 0<- jA
From ,the nUmcrical data a jet would on this model eXtinguish 17 sg.ft/min.

, Although one minute is 'considerably h:j.r,her than the time necessary to
extinguish a f:ire 'in a room of 17 sq. ftO), allowance must be made for the
necessity of preventing re~ignition of the fire once extinguished. ' This
exp.Lanabdon presupposes that the fire is fought inside the building.

,Fou~ht outside the building, the fire must be controlled by jets at a
certa'in apacang around the perimeter. This in itself is a second explanation
of equation 1, while the assumption of a stca~y build-up of jets ITould then
le~d to equation 2. The numerical d~ta ~ive a figure of about 30 ft. for the
.spacang , .No doubt some fires are fought solely from outside until a' relativel.y
late stage in the control of the fire. On,the other hand, others are fought

'from inside from an early stage.

The ,reported times of control (or 'stop' times) ranged from 30 minutes to
several' hours, and'it is interestinr, t'o compare these with the few, secondeor
at most' two or three minutes to,extinguish fires tmder controlled conditions.

, Such shol71; times are ch('-racteristic of all the common cxtinguishing ar,ents,
water,O)(4)(S) foam,(6) dry powder,O) vaporising liguide(8) when applied at
a rate in excess of a certain critical rate belowwh4ch no extinction or control
is possible. These times are of the order 100-1000 times less t han needed for
large building fires and this is consistcnt with the vicw that the rate of
delivery of watcr is for a long period below the critical rate appropriate to
these, fires,' and. that the firc-,fighting effort is increased continually ,Until
this isachievcd.,' ' '

'rhe ~\l\lt o(...\'mt~.r.

The amourrt of water used is proportional to the product 'J' and 'T' that
iSi,app~oximate~y to the'total area. If ~t is assumed'that each jet is in
~?ration' f?r an. average of ha~f'thetotal time~ and .th~t a typical jet is
:0: an , or 1 an , dia:rneter opcratang at 60 lb sq. an, gaugo , the mean amount of
water is approximately 8 'gal./sg. ft forthe '~in. jet, or about tWice this"
for the larger jet. Because this result is based on a, sample which was
deliberately chosen as reprcsontatuve of the large fire, 'this amount of water
cannot ''\''e''taken as repr-osorrtatnve for a small fire.' In fact' a room fire of
100 sq , ft would not be ex-pected to .take as much as one-tenth of this.

'f> I

"

, As one might .oxpect from eguationn 1 and 2" there is no 'correlation: between
the ratio or' J/T, and A. This is' consistent with"the ,view',that .ther-e 'exists
a parameter - the rate' of bua.Ld-up of 'jets - which is lareely' independen,t of,
the size of a fire, and whi,eh'may'wellbe a,l~nitini'faetorin extinguishing', •
fires. If, in fact, the number' of ,jets wcre increased at 'a steady rate, then'\-'
indeed the number of jets and the Lme' of control would be proportional, to .one
another, and perfectly cor-reIat od , It would be interesting to know 'how: , " ,r
variations in this rate of build-up of jots affects the numl:ier of jets and
the time to control a fire of given area. One would, expect that an increased
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rate of build-up produced carlicr cxtinction with fewcr jcts, but this
analysis cannot be unilerta!c0n with th0 data available at present. If this
is so, it raises a nuniber of organizational problems for fire brigades in
assessing the appropriate amount and rate of build-up of .rcsourcos at a fi:i.'0.
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